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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement accurately describes how to use SOA Suite to
create a REST interface for a provider application that does
not support REST?
A. Oracle Service Bus must be used. An HTTP proxy service is
created and a pipeline is added with a conditional branch for
each HTTP verb that the interface will serve. If there is any
non-XML payload, such as JSON, an external parser service must
be used to translate it to XML.
B. Use Oracle Service Bus or BPEL Process Manager and utilize
the REST binding that is available for both. The RESTbinding
will automatically translate a REST payload from JSON or XML to
SOAP/XML for processing in the middleware layer.
C. Use the HTTP transport in Oracle Service Bus for the REST
interaction and use nXSD to translate the JSON payload to XML
for processing.
D. Use a BPEL process with a REST binding and utilize the nXSD
activity to translate the native JSON payload to XML for
processing.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two Enterprise Vault features reduce the storage
requirements needed by a company to maintain information?
(Select two.)
A. PST Migration
B. Optimized Single Instance Storage
C. Storage on WORM devices
D. Collections on archived data
E. Data compression
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are deploying NSNAS into a network with ERS 8300 switches.
Which two options are configuration interfaces for management
of the ERS 8300 NSNA? (Choose two.)
A. SREM
B. JDM version 6.0.1.x
C. NNCLI
D. FTP
Answer: B,C
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